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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION: ELIZABETHAN ATTITUDES TOWARDS WOMEN
In order to understand, appreciate and accurately illustrate the at¬
titudes Elizabethans held towards women and love, in an attempt to comp¬
rehend, in turn, Shakespeare's views about the same, we have to make an
effort to understand various intellectual, historical and theological
aspects of the Elizabethan era.
An extremely brief historical survey of the Elizabethan era shows
that England before, during and after Shakespeare was passing through
one of its most Important transitional periods. Contemporary Elizabethan
society was one that witnessed rapid social changes, rising prices,
poverty and social discord. It also was marked by a high sense of national
feeling, and a generally adventuresome outlook as well. Joel Hurtsfield
gives us an interesting account of the Elizabethan social scene:
These, then, were the Elizabethan people: some sixty noblemen,
of old or new lineage or-more likely-a mixture of both; a diffuse
gentry class of varying fortunes; a substantial yeomanry, and a
peasantry of fluctuating circumstances, above or below the subsist¬
ence level, many of them partially occupied in the textile industry.
The Elizabethans were scattered very widely over the shires of Eng¬
land and Wales. Some continued to live in the ancient cities like
York, Winchester or Exeter, with populations rarely exceeding 10,000;
some in great ports like Bristol and Hull whose trading vicissitudes
were generally attributed to the increasing grip of London and her
Merchant Adventurers on the whole of English trade; many, too, lived
on the sea as sailors or fishermen, and they were proud of their
calling.1
There were some new professions rising in the Elizabethan society:
lawyers and merchants, for example, but there was no distinct division
between the country and the town as yet. Because England was in numerous
James Sutherland and Joel Hurtsfield, eds., Shakespeare's World (New
York, 1964), p. 30.
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ways still medieval) medieval modes in the world of literature and arts
still influenced the prevalent ways of thinking.
Any discussion of Elizabethan society, then, leads us to a discussion
of the Middle Ages in order to trace their influence over Elizabethans,
the influence that survived several centuries. Such discussion involves
the prevailing Ptolemaic cosmology, the superstitions that dominated
people's minds, the social concepts of love, marriage and personal rela¬
tions.
In his book The Elizabethan World Picture, E. M. W. Tillyard indicates
that from Ptolemy the Middle Ages derived its picture of the physical
universe, and by extension many of its key ideas about the universal
harmony of the cosmos. In turn, the educated Elizabethan encountered the
assumption of Ptolemaic cosmology in numerous ways in his literature.
The notion of cosmic order, Tillyard tells us, peirvades the entire
Fairie Queene of Spenser whose arrangement harmonizes with a universal
order.
But the negative implication was even more frequent and emphatic.
If the Elizabethans believed In an ideal order animating earthly
order, they were terrified lest it should be upset, and appalled by
the visible tokens of disorder that suggested its upsetting. They
were obsessed by the fear of chaos and the fact of mutability; and
the obsession was powerful in proportion as their faith in the cos¬
mic order was strong.^
The chaos referred to here is the cosmic anarchy before creation and
the dissolution that would result if the pressure of Providence relaxed
and allowed the law of nature to cease functioning. Othello, for example,
refers to this meaning when he says: "chaos is come again" (III.ill.92).
Accordingly, astrology was felt to be a more exact science than it is
^E. M. W. Tillyard, The Elizabethan World Picture (London, 1943), p. 13.
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today (the distinction between astrology and astronomy was not settled
until the seventeenth century). Thus, in Romeo and Juliet, Romeo's cry
"then I defy you, starsl" (V.i.24) must have impressed a contemporary
audience more than it does now. So must have the statement of Cassius
to Brutus: "The fault, dear Brutus, is not in our stars,/But in our¬
selves" (Julius Caesar, I.ii.140-141).
A closely-related Medieval belief is that of the chain of being.
Everything in this chain is arranged according to its degree of sig¬
nificance as well as relationship to the other things in the chain. The
metaphor of the chain seems to express the unimaginable plentitude of
God's creation, its unfaltering order, and its ultimate unity. It
stretches from the foot of God's throne to the meanest of Inanimate
objects. Every particle of creation is a link in the chain, and every
link except those at the two extreme ends of the chain is simultaneous¬
ly bigger and smaller than another: there can be no gap, Tlllyard tells
us. At the head of the chain stands a group of primes related by analogy:
the oak tree stands as the queen of trees, the eagle as king of birds,
the whale as queen of fish, the lion as king of animals; and among the
planets the sun stands as the king. Accordingly, since God is King in
heaven, the order demands that men, too, have to have kings and princes
on earth to rule them.
Since the family is the first unit in the society, it also has to
have a king to make order prevail upon its members, and the king is the
father of sons and daughters and'of his wife. Tliis theory, in fact, is
the key-note to Elizabethan male chauvinism and anti-feminism which, all
in all, constitute a very important part of this thesis.
In order to understand the elements of male chauvinism and anti-femln'
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ism during the Elizabethan era, we can get help from at least three sourcess
the position of man in the chain of being; the Church doctrines; and con¬
temporary literature, especially Milton's Paradise Lost.
As regarding the position of man in the chain of being, Tillyard
sums it up thus:
Man excels the angels in his power of learning, for his very Im¬
perfection calls forth that power, while the angels as perfect
beings have already acquired all the knowledge they are capable of
holding. Only the angels, through their peculiar gift, the faculty of
I adoration, cannot claim to go beyond the class of beings above them.l
Man, as Elizabethans saw him, does not have only existence, life and feel¬
ing but also understanding. He sums in himself all the total faculties of
earthly phenomena; hence, he is called the little world or microcosm.
When it comes to the human body, the theory goes on to point out how
the mind, the faculty of thinking, is located in the topmost part of the
body, and this indicates its superior significance above all other parts.
The mind contains the supreme human faculty of reason whereby man is
separated from the beasts, elevated above their class, and allied to God
and the angels.
Reason, according to the theory of the chain, has two parts: under¬
standing, or what they called "wit," and the will. On both of these two
human faculties, wit and will, Elizabethan ethics are based.
This faculty of reason in man, with both of its components of wit
and will, is sharply contrasted with that of the passions, i.e., the emo¬
tions and desires, the instinctive sensual "appetites" which the Elizabeth¬




held the belief that only through enlightenment by the understanding can
man be victorious in his eternal battle between passions and reason. The
battle begins with the fall of man, which the Elizabethans, supported by
Church preachings, attributed mostly to Eve; Eve ate the fruit which God
ordained she must not eat, nor her husband either, causing the fall of
man by Inducing Adam to share it with her. Adam did not have the moral
courage to refuse what his wife had passed to him; hence, he became,
through her, an accomplice in defying the command of God. Eve's action
is clarified by Tillyard thus:
Eve ate the apple largely because she was unaware of the Issues, for
the serpent had dulled her understanding by his flattery and his
lies. Unprotected by a deep understanding she was the victim of an
impulse of the appetite.1
The "appetite" referred to here is the same which Milton mentions in
Paradise Lost, which describes the fall of man as the result of the cor¬
ruption of the will and of giving more authority to the passions rather
than to the understanding, the reason. Eve, hence, became the embodiment
of tempting sensual passions. Among the poem's lines are these wherein
Milton dramatizes the fall of man so lucidly:
both in subjection now
To sensual Appetite, who from beneath
Usurping over soAnran Reason claimed
Superior sway.
(VIII.850-854)
Eve, then, and by extension woman in general, became the symbol of yield¬
ing to the passions. Therefore, Elizabethans argued that in order to
subject passions to the power of reason, the wife herself had to be
subjected to the more reasonable person in the family, the man. No wonder,
4bld., p. 69.
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then, if we see Milton, especially in Paradise Lost, elaborating a great
deal on this issue. In less than a hundred lines at the conclusion of Book
VIII of this work, he tells us that nature has done its part; so, we have
to do ours, too. We can do that by placing judgement in its proper per¬
spective, by avoiding overestimating things or people. As for woman,
fair no doubt, and worthy well
Thy cherishing, thy honouring, and thy love.
Not thy subjection:
(VIII.V.568-570)
For subjection to woman means subjection to temptation, to the appetite and
to the fall. Man has to have power over the woman, just as reason has to
have power over passions. Milton goes on to say that the more wise a man is,
the more obedient his wife will be, the more willing to delight in serving
him. It is all right to love the human qualities of the woman, but she must
not be loved passionately:
Wliat higher in her society thou find’st
Attractive, human, rational, love still:
In loving thou dost well, in passion not,
Viftierein true Love consists not; love refines
The thoughts, and heart enlarges, hath his seat
In Reason, and is judicious, is the scale
By which to heav'nly Love thou may'st ascend.
Not sunk in carnal pleasure, for which cause
Among the Beasts no Mate for thee was found.
(VIII.V.586-594)
Milton here is not merely expressing his own personal opinions about how
women must be treated; rather, he is conveying the notion of his time.
The fiercest antifeminists were not men of letters, for these often
create out of woman a goddess to worship, but rather the churchmen. In¬
deed, antifeminism is central to Christian doctrines from the beginning.
St. Paul laid the entire blame for the fall of man and the genesis of sin
on woman. In I Timothy, 2:11 and 14, we read:
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Let the women learn in silence with all subjection. But I suffer not
a woman to teach, nor to usurp authority over the man, but to be in
silence. For Adam was first formed, then Eve. And Adam was not
deceived, but the woman being deceived was in transgression.
Saint John Damascene is quoted as have said: "Woman is a daughter of
Falsehood, a sentinel of Hell, the enemy of peace; through her Adam lost
Paradise;" Saint Cyprian says of her; "Woman is the Instrument which the
Devil uses to gain possession of our souls;" Saint Anthony says: "Woman
is the fountain of the arm of the Devil, her voice is the hissing of the
serpent;" and Saint Gregory the Great describes her thus: "Woman has the
poison of an asp, the malice of a dragon."^ Such quotations, used by church¬
men to admonish men against yielding to temptation. Illustrate clearly
enough what is meant by the idea of "antiferainlsm."
One of the worst vices attributed to women was witchcraft. Macbeth
has three witches who all, of course, are women, and critics like E. E.
Stoll see Cleopatra to be a witch. In both plays, women play their role
in ruining their own lovers. Shakespeare did. Indeed, inform us of how his
contemporaries looked upon Cleopatra; so, when we read such expressions
of witchcraft like these below, we understand what Shakespeare means:
But all the charms of love.
Salt Cleopatra, soften thy wan'd lip!
Let witchcraft join with beauty, lust with both!
(II.i.20-22)
0 this false soul of Egypt! Tills grave charm
(IV.xii.25)
I must from this enchanting queen break off
(I.ii.l32)
Ah, thou spell! Avaunt!
(IV.xii.30)
Stempel tells us why there are so many references to witchcraft in this play
^Ulfat Aziz-us-Samad, Islam and Christianity (Karachi; Peermahomed Ebrahlm
Trust, 1956), pp. 79-80.
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The references to witchcraft in the play are both general and
specific. Egypt itself, since the time of Exodus, has been consider¬
ed a land of magicians. The terra "Egyptian," then, connotes sorcery,
as does its derivative fom, "Gypsy," both of which are applied free¬
ly to Cleopatra.1
He also indicates that witch-hunting was the most virulent manifestation
of antifeminism in Renaissance society.
In view of the prevailing antifeminist spirit of the Church, an irony
of the Elizabethan era is the presence of a woman on the throne of England
for nearly half a century, a woman whose intelligence, shrewdness as well
as accomplishments are legendary. Her presence on England's throne was by
Itself among the greatest Elizabethan achievements and a living contradic¬
tion to all the standard ideas about feminine subservience. The embodiment
of the whole era, she maintained the conventional medieval ideas of order
and stability even when she was following the traditions of the humanists
of the Renaissance. About her Tillyard says:
The greatness of the Elizabethan age was that it contained so much of
the new without bursting the noble form of the old order. It is here
that the Queen herself comes in. Somehow the Tudors had inserted them¬
selves into the constitution of the medieval universe. They were part
of the pattern and they made themselves indispensable. If they were
to be preserved, it had to be as part of this pattern. It was a serious
matter not a mere fancy if an Elizabethan writer compared Elizabeth to
the prlmum mobile, the master-sphere of the physical universe, and
every activity within the realm to the varied motions of the other
spheres governed to the last fraction by the influence of their contain¬
er. 2
The queen’s patronage of arts and science is one of the major reasons for
the flourishing of arts and sciences in her era. So is the fact that through
her wisdom England enjoyed internal security without becoming involved in
Daniel Stempel, "The Transmigration of the Crocodile," Shakespeare Quarter¬
ly, VII (January, 1956), 67.
^Tillyard, p. 6.
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wars on the European continent.
The person of the queen inspired many literary men, such as Spenser,
to show the beautiful aspects of the feminine in literature, even though
the roots of this tradition also go back to medieval times. In fact, in
sharp contrast to the antifeminism of the Church, there is an almost
equally powerful literary tradition of feminism, embodied in chivalric
romance. Troubadour verse and other courtly lyrics, and culminates in
Petrarch. In order to understand, analyze and appreciate the Elizabethan
lyrics, we have to know something about the convention of what is called
"courtly love," which is the medieval heritage of all such poetry.
In his introduction to The Mirror of Narcissus in the Courtly Love
Lyrics. Frederick Goldin provides us with this illustration:
What we today call courtly love originated in the eleventh cen¬
tury as a subject of literature. It first appeared, fully endowed
with its basic doctrine and imagery, in the lyrics of the Troubadours,
in the south of France. Tliese lyrics were sung before a small and
close-knit audience, the most exclusive in the world at that time,
the knights and ladies of the court. The poet was usually well known
to them, whether he himself was a nobleman or not, and whether he or
a professional singer actually performed before them. In the guise of
a lover he dedicated himself forever in service.1
In this type of love, the courtier believed that his love made him a better
man, whether or not it was requited; the Important thing was that "requital
had to be earned in sustained service, which demonstrated his devotion and
perfected his quality. The lady was usually unattainable, far beyond the
lover's reach because she was married. She was perfect, and between her and
2the lover stretched a vast social, legal, and moral distance."
Goldin traces the origins of courtly love back to Plato, St. Augustine
^Frederick Goldin, The Mirror of Narcissus in the Courtly Love Lyrics (New
York: Cornell University Press, 1967), p. 1.
^Ibid., pp. 1-2.
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and others, citing respective treatises by Sister Ritamary Bradley, St.
Gregory of Nyssa and many others. He develops a theory about the mirror
that reflects the world that Plato defined and that the Neoplatonists
transmitted to the Middle Ages. He indicates that in St. Gregory of Nyssa
we are told that "the pure soul is a mirror of God," and he says further:
Keep this mirror clean, we are warned; for "from a soiled mirror
you cannot get images; nor can the soul that is filled with worldly
cares and over which the flesh spreads darkness receive the illumina¬
tion of the Holy Spirit." The angels are mirrors of God, mirrors
without stain, reflecting his light.1
He also states the Neoplatonic views in this respect, indicating that the
mirror represents the decline of the "great chain" (of being) from God the
highest to the lowest dregs of things. St. Augustine cites the mirror tb
demonstrate that "the mother of falsity is the similitude of things which
reaches the eyes."
The image in the mirror is a "seductive similitude," seeming to be
real but really false, for it cannot be grasped, it makes no sound,
it does not live. "For does not your image in the mirror appear to
you as though it wished to be yourself, but to be false precisely
because it is not?"2
The archetypal image of the mirror is embodied in the Narcissus myth.
Goldin points out that the medieval poets "saw in the tale of Narcissus a
representation of an Indispensible human experience, the birth of self-
O
consciousness through love." There are some pale shadows of this theory
in Shakespeare: Othello saw his own mirror through Desdemona: "She loved





(Othello, I.ill.167-168). Desdemona to Othello is the mirror through which
he sees his own reflection, his valour, courage and endurance. And the kind
of love between Romeo and Juliet, too, is similar. Through Juliet, Romeo-
like Othello—achieves his own self-consciousness.
Another writer, D. W. Robertson, Jr., counts several other possibil¬
ities for the origins of courtly love. Says he:
Tills diversity of opinion about the nature of "courtly love" is
matched by accounts of its origins, which Include such things as
Plctlsh matriarchal customs, Manichaean heresies, neo-Platonism, the
scarcity of women in Provencal courts, and the Cult of the Blessed
Virgin Mary. In spite of this enormous diversity of learned opinion
concerning both the nature of courtly love and its origins, the fact
remains that almost any medieval literary work that has anything at
all to do with love will inevitably be said to show the "conventions
of courtly love."l
No matter what the origins of courtly love might have been, however,
its tradition requires that "the lady Involved should be of much higher
station than the lover, that she should be located at a distance, that the
lover should tremble in her presence, and that he should obey her slightest
wish. He should, moreover, fall sick with love, faint when he sees a lock
of the lady's hair, preserve his chastity, and perform great exploits to
attract the attention of the lady."^
Surrey's sonnet here serves to illustrate as well as any the survival
of the themes and conventions of courtly love in sixteenth-century England,




VOW TO LOVE FAITHFULLY, HOWSOEVER
HE BE REWARDED
Set me whereas the sun doth parch the green, '
Or where his beams do not dissolve the ice;
In temperate heat, where he is felt and seen;
In presence prest of people, mad, or wise;
Set me in high, or yet in low degree;
In longest night, or in the shortest day;
In clearest sky, or where my hairs are gray:
Set me in heaven, in earth, or else in hell,
In hill, or dale, or in the foaming flood;
Thrall, or at large, alive whereso I dwell,
Sick, or in health, in evil fame or good.
Hers will I be; and only with this thought
Content myself, although my chance be nought.1
From this sonnet we • can see the lover persistent in love even though
he expects no reward out of it. In all circumstances and conditions, in
all climates and temperaments and in every place and region he will still
love his lady and will stay loyal to her. Tlie idea of loyalty is extremely
Important; it is something sacred, divine. It is almost like worship.
In Shakespeare, however, the literary conventions of love undergo
substantial modification. Sometimes they are held up to ridicule, as when
Armado describes love as follows:
I shall be forsworn, which is a great argument of
falsehood, if I love. And how can that be true love which is falsely
attempted? Love is a familiar; Love is a devil: there is no evil angel
but Love.
(Love's Labour's Lost, I.ii.176-178)
And in Act IV, scene iii, of the same play, Biron describes Longavile, who
appears reading a love letter, as a fool.
Sometimes they are ironically reversed, as when Helena hopelessly
^Norman Ault, ed., Elizabethan Lyrics (New York: Capricorn Books, 1960),
pp. 20-21,
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offers herself to Demetrius:
And even for that do I love you the more.
I am your spaniel; and, Demetrius,
, The more you beat me, I will fawn on you:
Use me but as your spaniel, spurn me, strike me, --
Neglect me, lose me; only give me leave.
Unworthy as I am, to follow you.
What worser place can I beg In your love,-
Than to be used as you use your dog?
(A Mldsummer-Nlght*s Dream, II.1.202-211)
In general, In Shakespeare the conventions break down, regroup, fuse
and become more complex—like Shakespeare's art Itself. One very Interest¬
ing aspect of this Is the clear superiority of the ladles to the men In
many plays. If In the literary conventions of love women become goddesses,
this Is only the mirror Image of their subordinate position In the eyes of
the law and the Church. In contrast with the still prevalent antifeminism,
Shakespeare's heroines sometimes excel men In shrewdness. Intelligence and
even wisdom. The ladles of Love's Labour's Lost are a case In point. So Is
Beatrice In Much Ado About Nothing.
Shakespeare's Cleopatra Is not the witch of other thinkers of his time,
for she appears to the audience as a woman of great nerve, energy, and charm.
And the role Portia plays In The Merchant of Venice mocks the whole myth
of feminine Intellectual deficiency. It testifies to a supreme and rather
rare Intelligence as well as education, even when Portia denies that she has
had much of formal education.
It may be relevant to remember here the fact that the Elizabethan era
was a transitional era In which society was shedding some of the Ignorance
and superstitions of the Middle Ages. But even so, Shakespeare Is more than
the mirror of his time. The following pages of this thesis Intend to probe
the treatment of the themes of love and of the female sex as expressed by
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Shakespeare and seen by scholars of the great playvnright.
The following chapter of this thesis shows love as a spiritual force
which drives lovers to improve themselves, find out their own identities
and to finally enter the Paradise of lovers in the company of Cupid and
Venus. It is succeeded by a chapter which shows the other side of the im¬
perfect human feelings and emotions which dominate lovers* minds, subject¬
ing reason to senses, depriving lovers of a more sound reason or better
judgement, causing them to be victimized by jealousy, spite, irrational¬
ity, suspicion and finally pushing them to ruin their own selves and
others with them. Then comes the concluding chapter to put the final
touches to the portrait of women and love painted by the artistic pen of
Shakespeare, deriving remarks and notes concerning this portrait and
Including few reflections and derived impressions on it by the author of
this thesis.
CHAPTER II
LOVE AS A SPIRITUAL FORCE
Portia's character Is among the best of Shakespeare's dramatic
creations. She stands almost uniquely among his heroines, with her
fascinating personality, intelligence, simplicity and the reader cannot
help admiring the genius that created her image. Her love for Bassanio is
of great relevance to this part of the thesis. It has a certain power
which prompts her to feel obliged to his friend Antonio, hence playing a
major role in his deliverance from an almost certain death at the hands of
Shylock. Her love for her husband extends to Include his own friends as
well. She, indeed, has an overflowing heart full of compassion for others.
She even feels sorry for those who could not choose correctly from among
the caskets, one of which contains her own picture. She has to tell the
Prince of Arragon, before he makes a choice of the caskets, about the tetins
of her marriage according to her father's will, adding:
To these injunctions every one doth swear
That comes to hazard for my worthless self.
(II.ix.17-18)
But her preference of Bassanio to others is clear even before he comes
to choose one of the caskets. As early as Act I, scene li, Portia makes her
own preference of Bassanio clear to her servant-maid Nerissa who asks her:
Ner. Do you not remember, lady, in your father's time, a Venetian, a
scholar and a soldier, that came hither in company of the Marquis of
Montferrat?
Por. Yes, yes, it was Bassanio; as I think, he was so called.
Ner. True, madam; he, of all the men that ever my foolish eyes looked
upon, was the best deserving a fair lady.
Por. I remember him well, and I remember him worthy of thy praise.
(I.ii.125-132)
The qualifications which Bassanio has and for which Portia prefers him to
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others are worthy of consideration. They do not only shed light on his own
personality, but also on Portia, whose keen eyes find fault with the
Neapolitan prince, whom she describes as a colt; with the County Palatine
whom she finds to be dull and grim; with the French lord Monsieur Le Bon
whom she considers to be nothing more than just a man; with the young
English baron Falconbrldge whom she considers to be illiterate, uneducated
with his Scottish neighbour; with the German Duke of Saxony's nephew; but
not with Bassanlo.
Portia's love for Bassanio is virtuous, spiritual. She loves his
unique qualifications and she favours him and prefers him to others. There
is no wonder, therefore, when we see how Portia expresses her anxiety at
his choice of the caskets. She also wants to enjoy seeing him for a while
before he makes a choice. These are some of her words to him as we read
them in Act III, scene ii:
I pray you, tarry: pause a day or two
Before you hazard; for, in choosing wrong,
I lose your company: therefore forbear awhile.
(11. 1-3)
In an article in Shakespeare Quarterly, Cary B. Graham mentions that "some
critics believe that by means of the song, which contains words rhyming
with lead and which warns the hearer against fancy, Portia gives Bassanio
the clue to the proper choice."^ For she tells him admittedly; "I could
teach you how to choose right" (1. 10), and she possibly did. Nevertheless
what the play tells us later on is more significant than what it already
^Cary B. Graham, "Standard of Value in Merchant of Venice." Shakespeare
Quarterly, IV (January, 1953), p. 149.
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has. It further tells us how Portia, Impelled by her love for her husband
and desire to show her gratitude to his friend Antonio, disguises herself
as a lawyer in order to get Antonio out of his dilemma. Her spiritual love
for her husband drives her to do what she did, and she also is aware of the
values of friendship in her contemporary society. She has more than one
reason to stand in court, disguised, in order to defend Antonio. One is
personal: her desire that her husband's conscience be clear. The other is
her and her society's concepts of the spiritual value of friendship express¬
ed by these words:
for in companions
That do converse and waste the time together.
Whose souls do bear an equal yoke of love.
There must be needs a like proportion
Of lineaments, of manners and of spirit;
Which makes me think that this Antonio,
Being the bosom lover of my lord,
Must needs be like my lord.
(III.lv.11-18)
The words "souls" (1. 13) and "spirit" (1. 15) indicate the spiritual values
Portia adheres to. Also, Portia here is not speaking out for just her own
self. She is the spokesman of her contemporary society's values of friend¬
ship. Graham says:
As the casket story ends, both dialogue and action connect the values
of this story with those previously employed in the bond story. Money,
love, friendship—the greatest of these, in true Renaissance tradition,
is friendship.1
Therefore, not only Portia should be credited for saving Antonio's life,
but also the whole Renaissance concept of friendship versus materialistic
interests, alluded to in Antonio's "for when did friendship take/A breed
for barren metal of his friend?" (I.ill.134-135).
^Ibld., p. 149.
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Another writer, J. W. Lever, agrees with Graham on several points.
This is one of his interesting remarks on the play:
Set against Love in its various connotations is the concept of
Usury. Economically and socially Usury signifies, in accordance with
Aristotelian doctrine, a perverse activity, the monstrous breeding of
money from money. It is the negation of friendship and community on
which all natural productive labour depends:!
Portia again mentions the value of friendship when she tells Bassanlo to
Pay him six thousand, and deface the bond;
Double six thousand, and then treble that.
Before a friend of this description
Shall lose a hair through Bassanlo's fault.
(III.ii.303-306)
Explaining the reason behind her generosity to her husband's friend, she
tells Bassanlo: "For never shall you lie by Portia's side/Wlth an unquiet
soul" (11. 308-309). This all takes place in the presence of a strong and
genuine love, the type of love that pushes people to act well. It is a
dynamic power for good purposes. The personality of Portia is Indeed among
the most brilliant Shakespearean characters. Says Lever of her:
Love of her new husband, loyalty to his friends, uncalculating generos¬
ity are her guiding standards. Hence her unique qualifications to meet
Shylock's challenge. Facing his gaberdine in her lawyer's goim, she is
theatrically his opposite number, as free from the glamour of romance
heroines as' he is from the decorative idealism of the Venetian
merchants.2
Hardin Craig finds a link between The Merchant of Venice and Twelfth
Night. Says he:
One can discover in Twelfth Night, as in The Merchant of Venice,
Plato's threefold division of love, as of the senses, the intellect,
and the understanding.3
^J. W. Lever, "Shylock, Portia and the Values of Shakespearian Comedy,"
Shakespeare Quarterly, III (January, 1952), 383.
^Ibld., pp. 385-386.
3
Hardin Craig, ed.. The Complete Works of Shakespeare (Glenview,Illlinbis:
Scott, Foresman and Company, 1961), p. 617.
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and he goes on to elaborate thus:
and the genuine or honest love. In the self-sacrificing devotion of
Viola, and to a less degree in the impulsive passions of Olivia and
Sebastian.1 '
Indeed, Viola’s character in Twelfth Night has a much greater relevance to
this thesis than Portia's. She has a great deal of Portia's intelligence,
and her disguise in this play. Twelfth Night, reminds the reader of Portia's
disguise in The Merchant of Venice. While still disguised as an eunch in
Orsino's service, Viola is asked to convey the message of her master's love
for Olivia, and Viola's aside speech here must have been painfully uttered:
I'll do my best
To woo your lady; (Aside) yet, a barful strifeI
Whoe'er I woo, myself would be his wife.
(I.iv.40-42)
The difficulty Viola must surmount to go and ask Olivia to return Orsino's
love, since Viola herself loves him, is only a clear proof of her love for
the man. This love would seem to be virtuous, spiritual, selfless and good.
She even indirectly alludes to the duke himself about her own love for him.
With words full of irony, she asks him:
Say that some lady, as perhaps there is.
Hath for your love as great a pang of heart
As you have for Olivia: you cannot love her;
You tell her so; must she not then be answer'd?
(II.iv.93-96)
Of course, she is speaking about none except herself, but the duke does not
know. His answer discloses the typical Renaissance thinking about the man
and woman relationship. When the tables are turned, and when the truth about
Viola's sex is made known, she and the duke are matched, a reward to her
Xbld., p. 617
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courage, sincerity and patience.
A Midsummer-Night’s Dream, too, tells a lot about people whose love
is a virtuous power. Hermia is one of those lovers. Her words to Theseus,
Duke of Athens, show her determination to follow the beatings of her heart,
rather than the will of her father or the Athenian laws. Says she:
So will I grow, so live, so die, my lord.
Ere I will yield my virgin patent up
Unto his lordship, whose unwished yoke
My soul consents not to give sovereignty.
(I.i.79-82)
Her passionate nature, however, is not destructive. It is quite the op¬
posite. Her love teaches her patience. She accepts her contemporary belief
expressed in her lover’s words thus: "The course of true love never did
run smooth" (I.i.l34). She herself says to her lover:
Then let us teach our trial patience.
Because it is a customary cross.
As due to love as thoughts and dreams and sighs.
Wishes and tears, poor fancy’s followers.
(I.i.152-155)
The rough course of love is not only Hermia’s lot, but due to the
complication of plot, it also is Helena's. She cannot help envying her
friend Hermia for being loved by Demetrius, wishing herself to be in her
place:
Sickness is catching: 0, were favour so,
Yours would I catch, fair Hermia, ere I go;
My ear should catch your voice, my eye your eye,
My tongue should catch your tongue's sweet melody.
Were the world mine, Demetrius being bated,
The rest I'Id give to be to you translated.
0, teach me how you look, and with what art
You sway the motion of Demetrius’ heart.
(I.i.185-192)
This language of rhymed couplets adds to the effectiveness of the speaker’s
declared emotions. Ad a matter of fact, Helena pronounces the best couplets
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in A Midsummer-Night’s Dream. Among those couplets, in particular, are the
ones she pronounces at the end of the first scene of the first act of the
play. Her love for Demetrius makes her decide to reveal the news of Hermia's
planned elopement with Lysander to the latter's aunt, running away from
Athens' cruel laws of the personal status and marriage legalizations. Says
she of her Intent:
I will go tell him of fair Hermia's flight:
Then to the wood will he to-morrow night ,
Pursue her; and for this intelligence
If 1 have thanks, it is a dear expense:
But herein mean I to enrich my pain.
To have his sight thither and back again.
(I.i.246-251)
She hopes that by seeing Hermia eloping with Lysander, Demetrius may change
his affection towards her instead of Hermia. The solution to the problems
of these lovers must come about, however, through magical methods and fairy¬
tale interventions which match the lovers appropriately.
It is interesting to notice the moral values kept when all lovers meet
under moonlight in the wood. Demetrius even reminds Helena of the dangers
to which she is exposing herself by following him in the wood at night. He
tells her these words:
You do impeach your modesty too much ,
To leave the city and commit yourself
Into the hands of one that loves you not;
To trust the opportunity of night
And the ill counsel of a desert place
With the rich worth of your virginity.
(II.i.214-219)
Her answer implies both love for him and trust in his honesty:
Your virtue is my privilege: for that
It is not night when I do see your face.
Therefore I think I am not in the night;
Nor doth this wood lack worlds of company
For you in my respect are all the world:
(II.i.220-224)
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She even admits that she is going against the common trend of the women
being courted and chased, rather than courting and chasing their lovers;
Fie, Demetrius!
Your wrongs do set a scandal on my sex; ^
We cannot fight for love, as men may do;
We should be woo'd and were not made to woo.
(11. 239-242)
Hermla, too, observes a similar standard of decorum. In Act II,
scene 11, she asks Lysander, her lover, to lie down away from her side In
the wood at night, and she does this twice. Thus does their dialogue go:
Her. Be It so, Lysander; find you out a bed;
For I upon this bank will rest my head.
Lys. One turf shall serve as pillow for us both;
One heart, one bed, two bosoms and one troth.
Her. Nay, good Lysander; for my sake, my dear.
Lie further off yet, do not lie so near.
(11. 39-44)
She repeats her request, stressing her and her society's Ideals and
traditions, customs and ways of life:
But, gentle friend, for love and courtesy
Lie further off; in human modesty.
Such separation as may well be said
Becomes a virtuous bachelor and a maid,
So far be distant; and, good night, sweet friend;
(11. 56-60)
lliis is a speech about virtues from a virtuous lover. It is as though
Hermia is rephrasing the proverb that says; "A hedge between keeps friend¬
ship green." Partly because of such "hedges" both Hermla and Helena stay
chaste and virtuous to the end of the play, and partly because of their
love being genuine, and thus to a degree restrained. The roots of spiritual
love and the concepts of love as a divine power go back to many centuries
before Shakespeare, and Shakespeare was aware of them. In view of this, it
is particularly Important how Shakespeare handles a hero and heroine like
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Romeo and Juliet. In Vyvyan’s words, Shakespeare "leads his lovers to the
threshold of the knowledge of their spiritual identity."^
The issue of Juliet's and Romeo's suicide is seen by several critics
as falling beyond the scope of the mortal sin damned by Christianity:
According to the tenet of the medieval religion of love that continu¬
ed to be expressed in the Elizabethan adaptations of novelle, joining
the loved one in death qualifies the lover as one of Cupid's saints
and ensures that the two meet in the "Paradise in which dwelt the god
of love, and in which were reserved places for his disciples." Accord¬
ing to Christianity, suicide, unless repentance occurs between the act
and death, ensures damnation. In Romeo and Juliet, unlike Hamlet,
Othello. Macbeth, and King Lear, it is the lovers' paradise of the
religion of love, not the after-life of Christian religion, which is
adumbrated at the close of the tragedy.2
Cleopatra, too, yearns for such union in death with her lover, Antony, and
this is why she hastens her own death by committing suicide. She wants to
be with him in the other world just as she was in this one. In spite of the
opinions of many critics like Stoll, Cleopatra has a great deal of spiritual
love for Antony, and her suicide recalls that of Juliet. Hence, both
heroines share the desire to be with their lovers in heaven as well as on
earth.
This concept of the "religion of love" is not invented by Siegel, for
many other critics, such as William G. Dodd in his Courtly Love in Chaucer
and Gower and also Vyvyan, use the term to express the ideas of Platonic
love. Says Vyvyan:
I have pointed out elsewhere that Shakespeare's heroines lead the
hero, if he will follow, to paradise and beyond it, as unerringly as
Beatrice guided Dante; but they deliver no lectures; they are uncon¬
scious of their role; it is simply their nature, as love-symbols, to
be the true beauty and to reveal it.3
John Vyvyan, Shakespeare and the Rose of Love (London: Chatto & Wlndus,
1960), pp. 158-159.
2
Paul N. Siegel, "Christianity and the religion of Love in Romeo and
Juliet." Shakespeare Quarterly, XII (January, 1961), 372-373.
3
Op. clt., p. 159.
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V3rvyan Illustrates Romeo as one who tries to "find the centre, the essence
of himself," attempting to make the discovery "that the centre is pure be¬
ing, the essence love, and that his true self is also hers," adding that
there may be tests to do that, and that the tests may require sacrifice.
He goes on to make this interesting remark:
In Shakespeare’s view, it is not impossible to reach this standard-
but it requires perfect constancy to love. And that means to face,
in principle, the test of the Cross. If this is passed, there is an
outflow of "power divine," which is a saving grace to a wider sphere;
and it is on the assumption that this spiritual power is paramount
absolutely that Shakespeare resolves his tragedies.^
What makes the idea of the religion of love clear is the religious Imagery
and vocabulary used in the first meeting between Romeo and Juliet: Holy
shrine, pilgrims, devotion, saints, holy palmers, prayer, faith and despair,
sin, book. They all imply the sanctity of love.
It is also important to remember that Platonic idealism finds in love
a way for divine feelings and emotions, the cleansing of the self through
the love of someone else. Of course, both geographically and historically,
these ideas crept into English literature from Italy, the fountainhead of
the Renaissance. Karl Thompson notes:
On the continent, particularly in Italy, the tradition evolved
differently from the way it developed in England. In Italy there was
an infusion of Platonism which shifted the emphasis to the spiritual
nature of love away from the earthly love with physical consummation
as its goal that had been part of the early French romances. The Ital-
ianate version is, of course, often evident in the language of Shake¬
speare’s plays, for Petrarchismo is apparent when he bandies conceits
and is ingenious with the language of love. But there is little of the
flight to the ideal.^
4bid., pp. 160-161.
2
Karl F. Thompson, "Shakespeare’s Romantic Comedies," PMLA, LXVII (1952).
1081.
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Thompson goes on to make the interesting observation that
Shakespeare turned not to the Italianate tradition for his manner
of handling plots, actions, and incidents, but to what I shall call
the English tradition of courtly love, stemming from -Chaucer,
elaborated by the fifteenth-century Chaucerians and changed by
their sixteenth-century successors. This English tradition added to
the medieval tradition these two elements: the romance of marriage,
which replaced the romance of adultery, and humorous mockery of the
conventions.1
The action of Love's Labour’s Lost would certainly seem to substantiate
Thompson. Although King Ferdinand banishes Love from his court. Love proves
his sovereignty over him and, against his and his mates* intentions, he
falls in love, paving the path for Shakespeare to go on with the romantic
plot governing the play whose title itself seems to be ironic, since Cupid's
labour was not lost at all. On the contrary, he proves to be the winner,
overcoming the obstacles King Ferdinand put in his way. The play's title is
both ironic and playful, comic, for the play Itself Includes both irony and
comedy.
Also, the sense of virtue is not lost here either. Shakespeare's trad¬
ing virtuous courtship for adulterous amorous love-makings justifies the
description of the play's characters as being virtuous, especially its
female characters. These female characters do not, at any time, prove to
be hypocritical in their behavior, whereas the king's men, as well as the
king himself, prove to be so: rebellious against the course they willingly
chose for their own selves. The French Princess and her ladies retain their
real personalities even when masked, and this by itself is but another
Shakespearean mockery of the king's court of no-love, a court which is put
in contrast with and defiance to the court of love. The virtues of the
hbid., p. 1081.
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ladies not only contrast against the men's hypocrisy, but also prove them
heretics. The ladles prove that these men were going against the laws of
nature as well as society and culture.
The King and his companions are heretics, for they should Be engaged
in the good works enjoined upon youths by the religion: service of
fair ladies, praise of them, courtship of them. Certainly they should
not be studying upon books and excluding love from the court. They are
votaries, as the Princess intimates, to false gods and pagan altars. 1
The ladles stay loyal to their cause till the end. Moreover, they succeed
in waking the gentlemen up to sense the realities and practicalities of
life, contrasting these with the world of ideals in which the gentlemen
wanted to wrap themselves up and enshrine their attention, living like
monks.
Ronald Berman notes that "Shakespeare, who wrote often in the praise
of folly, followed a trail which was well-blazed when he used the Idealized
Platonic education as the matter of comedy," adding that
Tlie conduct books were apprehensive of human reason, and the great
comic theorists were downright sceptical of it. Among Shakespeare's
early comedies Love's Labour's Lost is a witty attack on the academy
(wisdom in esse), and The Taming of the Shrew is a burlesque of the
idea of reason in action. The former is more like Gargantua and Panta-
gruel than first seems likely. The life of the Academy of Navarre,
like that of the Academy of Paris, accounts for every issue but one:
human nature itself.2
For, indeed, what is the use of study if the results are barren, fruitless,
sterile? The play shows the academy contrasting the barrenness of idealism
with the fruitfulness of the world of reality. Love here is fertility, the
force behind productivity, preservation of the human species. The women,
not the men, give this lesson in the play, showing the audience that they
can teach the realities of life as well as men, if not better. ^
^Ibid., p. 1084.
2
Ronald Berman, "Shakespearean Comedy and the Uses of Reason," The South
Atlantic Quarterly. LKIII (Winter, 1964), 1.
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All of this can be the reason for the playvnright*s comic dramatiza¬
tion of the Academy of Navarre and for his departure from the traditions
of the courtly love, Shakespeare here seems to be doing a double, not a
single, job: acclaiming the intellectual achievements and, at the same
time, reminding us of our other natural needs, the instinctive needs as
well as the emotional. Shakespeare seems also to warn us against being too
idealistic, exhorting us to be realistic instead. Love’s Labour’s Lost is
not concerned with only courtly love as people of the time knew it, but it
also is .concerned about the human nature in all ages and places.
This aspect of Shakespearean genius, his reminding us of our physical
and emotional needs, not only the Intellectual, is possibly what tempts
Berman to say of this play thus; "It is precisely the human animal who is
the unseen hero of the play."^ The reader may wonder why does Berman call
it "human animal," which sounds a rather harsh description of one human
aspect, the physical, rather than using any other term? But he is, never¬
theless, close to the truth. In order to explain himself better, he adds:
The women, with their sense of the erotic, their extraordinary energy
and sensual reality, force the spirit to be aware of the senses, lliey
connect, most obviously, folly and love.^
Women play the role of reminders to the studious prince and to his study
mates of the human realities, of our Imperfections and needs, hence, enrich¬
ing the play and diversifying its subject-matter.
There is also the sense of irony in the play when the lovers masquerade




imotional or sensual involvement of their sex. This is just another touch
>f Shakespearean dramatization of the human nature being imperfect, ironic
md to a certain degree even foolish. The foolishness is apparent when the
len preach to the contrary of their own behavior, and thereafter proving
lypocritical in their own preaching when they all fall in love with the
>eautiful and intelligent ladies who outwit them. Yet, two of these ladies
ire particularly Interesting to this thesis; the French Princess and Rosa-
Line. The first heralds the campaign that Invades King Ferdinand's court;
;he second seems to be the finished picture of the highly educated Renais¬
sance lady, educated especially in the art of love and courtship, hence
(uallfled to stand against rival peers of her sex, rival men who, shielded
)y pedantry, try to shun the sex of women for the sake of humanistic
studies. They both act like penance goddesses to the heretics at Ferdinand's
:ourt. The Princess also acts as the master of the school of love, and
losaline her first aide.
John Vyvyan describes the Princess as "not only brilliantly witty, but
ilso, we must certainly infer, the allegorical figure of Love and Beauty;
ind it is presumptuous for a young man, king though he be, to keep her
mitlng in the fields," as happens in the beginning of the play; then the
rriter proceeds to say;
The king is still resolved to keep his oath to study. In point of
fact, his true education is about to begin, but not in the way he has
planned; nor is it in the way we expect, if we are thinking of an
education sentimentale. The king is to be instructed in love; but we
■must beware of putting a present-day construction on that word. Shake¬
speare is thinking of it, in this context, as many poets of the Middle
Ages did—that is, religiously.^
^Op. clt., p. 32.
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To Shakespeare, as to many other moralists of all times, the end of every
courtship has to be marriage. This theory agrees with his contemporary
society's beliefs and traditions. We hardly see Shakespearean lovers out¬
side the limits of marriage, for even In Antony and Cleopatra, there are
many words said by Cleopatra terming her lover as a husband, but this Is
a matter to which we must return In the next chapter.
In the light of the above arguments and quotations, Shakespeare's
attitude towards women and love Is not as antifeminist or harsh as others'
In his time. He seems to be more "modern" In his attitudes than most of
his contemporaries, despite the enormous amount of courtly lyrics with
their conventional heroines and attitudes.
Women are celebrated In Shakespeare, sometimes portrayed with halos
of Intelligence, wisdom and beauty, and the portraits have become Immortal¬
ized. The human emotions, too, are celebrated. Particularly In Romeo and
Juliet, Shakespeare lifts the position of his hero and heroine to the
sublime degree occupied by gods and goddesses of the Romans like Cupid and
Venus, except for the fact that he uses the Christian concept of sacrifice
Instead of pagan ethics.
CHAPTER in
LOVE AS DESTRUCTIVE PASSION
The Elizabethan view of love as a destructive passion is more common
than that of love as a spiritual force conducive to virtue. The-reasons for
this begin with the medieval and Renaissance idea that the mind is the
center of thinking, of reasoning, of wisdom, while the heart is the source
of love and passion, hatred and dislike. Hence, the lover’s heart and mind
may be seen quite often as two forces battling with each other, and he is
wise when his mind makes a conquest over his heart; he is unwise, foolish,
when his heart wins. In Measure for Measure (although not the best example),
Isabella contrasts this relationship between the heart and mind, hoping
that the deputy Angelo may change his mind after his heart is touched by
the remorse of his mind and, therefore, he may pardon her brother. Says she
to him;
But might you do't, and do the world no wrong.
If so your heart were touch’d with that remorse
As mine is to him?
(II.ii.54-56)
This is only a small component of the tragedy. The two main "ingred¬
ients" of tragedy are, in fact, what critics since Aristotle have called
a "tragic flaw," and certain rival circumstances beyond the hero’s or
heroine’s control that lead him or her to be victimized. These two com¬
ponents are vital for every tragedy, and in Shakespeare we see this clear
in most of his tragedies, in particular the ones dealt with in this thesis.
The first of these tragedies, and one which witnesses the victimiza¬
tion of an innocent heroine, is Othello. In this play, Desdemona’s outrage¬
ous treatment by her husband may lead the audience to even hate the hero.
In Act I, scene ii, Othello seems to be a braggart who boasts of winning
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the heart of Desdemona as though it had been one of his military conquests.
In contrasty we have the simple sincerity of Desdemona's expression of loyal~
ty, even when such loyalty is perplexed;
My noble father,
I do perceive here a divided duty:
To you I am bound for life and education;
My life and education both do learn me.
How to respect you; you are the lord of duty;
I am hitherto your daughter; but here's my husband,
And so much duty as my mother show'd
To you, preferring you before her father.
So much I challenge that 1 may profess
Due to the Moor my lord.
(11. 180-189)
If we analyze this passage, we see that six lines are in praise of her
father, i.e., lines 180-185, and the rest, starting from the middle of line
185 (as separated by the colon) to the end of the speech show her duty as a
wife. Shakespeare has divided this speech of Desdemona most fairly and with
perfect craftsmanship, in both theme and form. As a matter of fact, even if
we scan these lines, dividing them according to their metre and foot, we
shall come to the same perfect division I This is nothing but another aspect
of Shakaespearean dramatic genius. And these five lines or so, which Desde¬
mona pronounces in this scene, are enough to explain how she feels towards
her husband. She feels it is her sacred family duty to take care of him as
a husband, preferring him to her father, following her mother's footsteps.
To her, it is a matter of conscience, not of appetite. Desdemona loves the
Moor's intellectual and moral values:
I saw Othello's visage in his mind.
And to his honours and his valiant parts
Did I my soul and fortunes consecrate.
(I.iii.253-255)
There is no doubt about the quality of love here, but will it stand and
pass the test, the test of the Cross? The play proves it will not.
lago seems to appreciate the frailties of men and women more than any-
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body else in the play, and he knows how to use this knowledge for the
execution of his malicious desires; yet, several times in the play does
Othello call lago "honest," whereas Desdemona does not credit him so. Al¬
though Othello maintains a closer official relationship with lago and,
thereupon, he must see him quite often, his opinion of him proves to be
wrong. Desdemona does not have any intimate relationship with lago, but one
social discourse with him in Act II, scene 1, is sufficient to her to make
up her mind about the man. Albeit if she says it jestingly or seriously,
she calls him a "slanderer," advising his wife Emilia thus: "Do not learn
of him, Emilia, though he be thy husband" (1. 162). Othello's faith in lago
can be said to have contributed the lion's share to the tragedy.
lago is successful in arousing the jealous instinct of Othello, and the
latter undergoes a great deal of change both at home and outside home, with
his other colleagues, as is clear from Lodovico's remark which he makes to
lago:
Is this the noble Moor whom our full senate
Call all in all sufficient? Is this the nature
Whom passion could not shake? whose solid virtue
The shot of accident, nor dart of chance.
Could neither graze nor pierce?
(IV.i.275-279)
Othello has been duped by lago, who makes him think that his wife and Casslo
exchange love tokens, using Desdemona's handkerchief as a proof of her in¬
fidelity. Moreover, Othello is made to hear Cassio speak of whom he, Othello,
believes to be Desdemona, whereas he actually is talking about Blanca thus:
She was here even now; she haunts me in every place. I was the other
day talking on the sea-bank with certain Venetians; and thither comes
the bauble, and, by this hand, she falls me thus about my neck-
(11. 137-140)
In the case of Othello, apparently love is a destructive passion, be¬
cause it takes the fom of jealousy, making him lose his rational powers.
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The audience is prepared, henceforward, to expect the Moor to do an ir¬
rational deed. Emilia pleads for his conviction in Desdemona*s fidelity,
and the audience shares with her these words:
I durst, my lord, to wager she is honest.
Lay down my soul at stake: if you think other.
Remove your thought; it doth abuse your bosom.
If any wretch have put this in your head.
Let heaven requite it with the serpent’s curse!
For, if she be not honest, chaste, and true.
There's no man happy; the purest of their wives
Is foul as slander.
(IV.ii.12-19)
Othello's jealousy, however, is imperious to the plea of common sense; as
John Bayley says, "Physically there is neither time nor occasion for adult¬
ery; but this does not stop Othello being convinced that Desdemona 'has the
act of shame a thousand times committed,' nor lago asserting that Casslo
has talked in his sleep about it."^ But Othello does not think of all these
matters, and Emilia's defence falls on deaf ears. He dismisses her argument
simply because "she's a simple bawd." This same statement of Othello asserts
and proves lago's analysis of the Moor's personality and his way of judging
people by their appearances.
Othello stays the victim of his own shallow judgements of people, those
who are close to him as well as those who are distant from him.
Desdemona's first mention of death occurs in Act IV, scene iii, when
she asks her servant-maid Emilia to prepare her bed according to her hus¬
band's wish, saying: "If I do die before thee, prithee, shroud me/In one of
those same sheets" (11. 24-25). In the same scene, and in the same conversa¬
tion with Emilia, Desdemona shows that, in spite of the bad treatment of her
1John Bayley, The Characters of Love (New York: Basic Books, 1960), p. 134.
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husband, she still loves him:
Emil. I would you had never seen himI
Des. So would not I: my love doth so approve him.
That even his stubbornness, his checks, his frowns,-
Prithee, unpin me,-have grace and favour in them,
(11. 18-21)
Desdemona needs no more proofs for her love for the undeserving Moor. Her
own patience and tolerance at his insults are by themselves proof enough.
Her love for him is still strong. As Bayley puts it, "Desdemona's love for
Othello is also of course wildly romantic—he personifies for her all the
romance she has discovered to exist in life—but committing herself to this
vision is for a more matter-of-fact business than it could be for him."^
She reaches the zenith of love when she maintains her love for him while she
herself is being abused by him.
Among the most moving scenes in Othello is the one in which Desdemona
sings the willow song. It is the prelude to the tragedy. In the midst of her
agony, she takes a minute to speak about other men, as if to defend the sex
of men:
Des. No, unpin me here.
This Lodovico is a proper man.
Emil. A very handsome man.
Des, He speaks well.
Emil. I know a lady in Venice would have walked
barefoot to Palestine for a touch of his nether lip.
(11. 35-40)
Her talk about Lodovico is actually nothing but a diversion from the strong
emotional tension she is suffering. This dialogue between Desdemona and
Emilia is similar to one between Cleopatra and Charmian;
Cleo. Did I, Charmian,
Ever love Caesar so?
Char. 0 that brave Caesar I
Cleo. Be choked with such another emphasis!
Say, the brave Antony.




Another dialogue between Emilia and Desdemona sheds more light on the sub~
Ject of women's fidelity:
Des. 0, these men, these men! -
Dost thou in conscience think,-tell me, Emilia,-
That there be women do abuse their husbands
In such gross kind?
Emil. There be some such, no question.
Des. Wouldst thou do such a deed for all the world?
Emil. Why, would not you?
Des. No, by this heavenly light!
Emil. Nor I neither by this heavenly light; I might do't as well
i'the dark.
Des. Wouldst thou do such a deed for all the world?
Emil. The world's a huge thing: it is a great price
For a small vice.
(IV.ili.61-72)
Such dialogue is extremely relevant to the subject-matter of a play like
Othello, where the fidelity of the wife is suspected by the jealous and
rash husband. By using Emilia as a foil here, Shakespeare dramatizes Des¬
demona 's proverbial loyalty, which is as extreme in its way as is Othel¬
lo's irrational jealousy. She seems to be helpless, lost, wrapped in her
thoughts in expectation of something dreadful to take place. In the same
manner, Othello seems also to be equally helpless against his feelings
of jealousy and suspicion. In this way, they both are victims of the human
defects of uncertainty, lack of assurance of one another's love and fidel¬
ity. Desdemona suspects Othello's love, from now on, as much as he suspects
her fidelity to him as a wife. But she walks to her end completely helpless¬
ly.
The helplessness of Desdemona as the tragic climate darkens round her
is as much emphasized as is that of Othello in the grip of his jealousy,
and it proceeds from the same cause. She cannot break out of her kind
of love to tell him what a monster he is being any more than he can
break out of his to reflect that after all she is a free agent, and
that perhaps a quiet talk would clear the matter up.l
llbid., p. 161,
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But it does not. Othello authorizes himself to call his wife a strumpet, a
whore, a devil, a public commoner and a Roman; yet he still loves her. His
emotional tone does not leave him even when he is piling his false accusa¬
tions on his wife’s head, insulting her and striking her. In Act IV, scene
il, he says to her;
Turn thy complexion there.
Patience, thou young and rose-lipp'd cherubin,-
Ay, there, look grim as hell!
(11. 62-64)
If there is anyone whose complexion can turn as grim as hell, it is Othello,
not Desdemona. He wants her to turn her angelic complexion grim in order to
hate her and find a justification for his heinous crime. Also, his speech
at the beginning of Act V, scene ii, is indicative of the same fiery passion
he has for Desdemona. Says he;
Wlien I have plucked the rose,
I cannot give it vital growth again.
It must needs wither; I'll smell it on the tree.
(Kissing her.
Ah, balmy breath, that dost almost persuade
Justice to break her sword! One more, one more.
Be thus whexi thou art dead, and I will kill thee.
And love thee after. One more, and this the last;
So sweet was ne'er so fatal. I must weep.
But they are cruel tears; this sorrow's heavenly;
It strikes where it doth love.
(11. 13-22)
John Bayley finds in these words of Othello, and in others, evidence of the
corruption of reason by passion;
lago maintains to the end the dreadful integrity of his own Ignorance,
and in spite of—or perhaps because of—the revelation of Desdemona's
innocence, Othello retains to the end his agonized incomprehension—
the Incomprehension which is so moving an aspect of tragedy in sexual
love. His love for Desdemona was to him a marvellous revelation of
himself rather than a real knowledge of her.l
llbid., p. 161.
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Even Desdemona is astonished, baffled, at her husband's change of attitude
towards her. She does not receive any satisfactory answer as to what has
changed her husband's heart. She simply says to him when he tells her of
his intention to kill her; "That death's unnatural that kills for loving"
(1. 42). And this is how Othello justifies his crime:
0 perjured woman! thou dost stone my heart,
And makest me call what I intend to do
A murder, which I thought a sacrifice;
(11. 62-64)
To him. Indeed, the murder is a "sacrifice," and it may quite rightly be
so, for Desdemona is murdered on the altar of love for jealousy as a sac¬
rifice, a scape-goat to the destructive power of passion.
Antony and Cleopatra is another play wherein both lovers face their
tragic destiny due to the destructive effects of passionate love. As the
play starts, the heroine—who is among Shakespeare's most Interesting hero¬
ines—is described as a lustful gypsy and the hero a strumpet's fool. But '
Hardin Craig tells us that
Shakespeare had two conflicting ideas to present, the one derived from
the popular conception of Cleopatra as the mistress of sensual love
and the other the Plutarchan story of the woman who loved Antony so
well that she followed him to the shades of death.1
"Tlie popular conception of Cleopatra as the mistress of sensual love" has
certainly loomed large in the criticism of the play, particularly in criti¬
cism of an old-fashioned sort such as G. H. Herford's:
And Cleopatra, too, in the "infinite variety" of her moods, has momen¬
tary fllckerlngs of genuine devotion of which she was before incapable.
Momentary only, it is true; the egoist, the actress, the coquette, are




C. H. Herford, Shakespeare's Treatment of Love & Marriage (London: Unwin
Ltd., 1921), p. 42.
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A more famous critic, E. E. Stoll, represents an extreme of this sort:
he sees Cleopatra as a kind of witch, a serpent "which twines and charms,
lovelier than lamb or dove," an amorous and wanton woman whose death is
"ugly,"^ To him, even the death scene of this play "though glorified by
the poetry shed upon it, is not sublime."^
The party of Cleopatra's admirers includes Daniel Stempel, who sees
the same scene, lie., the death scene (which may be the most Important and
touching scene in the entire play), as depicting "noble love." What Stoll
describes as ugly to Stempel is "tragic sacrifice," To the latter, perhaps
whimsically, she is "the ideal Victorian spouse."^ He does not ignore
Stoll's criticism, but rather shows that it is unfounded. Says he in his
defence:
Although Stoll carefully traces the Egyptian queen's lapses from
virtue to the end of the play in an attempt to show consistent dev¬
elopment of character according to his broader definition of woman¬
hood, it is noteworthy that his analysis is a loving enumeration of
faults. His evaluation of Cleopatra is basically the same as that of
Swinburne or Heine. At times, he even rises to the heights of "rap¬
turous prose" which he ascribes to those earlier enthusiasts: "For
she is alive, every inch of her, to her finger-tips; and her speech
has the undulation of a bird's flight...."A
Bradley, quoted by Stempel, sums the case up rather well in his obser¬
vation that "Many unpleasant things can be said of Cleopatra; and the more
that are said the more wonderful she appears."^ Apparently, the play itself,
with its vision of Cleopatra walking to her end, guided by a passion she can










hardly control, which Is both destructive and glorious, supports both
kinds of viewpoint.
The theme of the tragedy Is announced in Act I, scene 11, when Antony
determines to overcome his passion towards the Egyptian queen. He is con¬
scious of the weight of love he bears for Cleopatra, aware of its bad con¬
sequences on his career and responsibility as a Roman general. He decides
to end his emotional slavery to Cleopatra, saying:
These strong Egyptian fetters I must break.
Or lose myself in dotage.
(11. 120-121)
I must from this enchanting queen break off:
Ten thousand harms, more than the ills I know.
My idleness doth hatch.
(11. 132-134)
Antony decides, as these statements Indicate, to leave Cldopatra and to
go back to Rome, but does he execute his decision? In the next scene, he
addresses Cleopatra with: "my dearest queen" (1. 16), "Most sweet queen"
(1. 32) and "My precious queen" (1. 75)1 And Cleopatra’s farewell is both
sincere and warm:
your honour calls you hence;
Therefore be deaf to my unpltled folly.
And all the gods go with you! upon your sword
Sit laurel victory! and smooth success
Be strew'd before your feet!
(I.Hi.97-101)
Tlie passion in both hearts is extremely strong; hence, once it is not
controlled, a tragedy shall take place.
Antony's falling-out with Caesar and the subsequent warfare leads to
the fateful battle of Actlum. In turn, he becomes enraged with Cleopatra,
thinking she has betrayed him.
In Act IV, the queen tries to win her lover back through a suggestion
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made by Charmian, one of her maids:
Charmlan: To the monument I
There lock yourself, and send him word you are dead.
The soul and body rive not more in parting
Than greatness going off.
Cleopatra: To the montunenti '
Mardian, go tell him I have slain myself;
Say, that the last I spoke was 'Antony,*
And word it, prithee, piteously: hence, Mardian,
And bring me how he takes my death. To the
monument I
(Ill. 3-10)
Although the shortest scene in the play, it still is one of the most im¬
portant. It represents a serious move, a change, a presentiment and an
expectation. It creates suspense. Cleopatra will accept any suggestion to
gain her lover back, no matter how outrageous it may seem. Her plan also
foreshadows her actual suicide later on, because the unforeseen outcome
of her trick is that Antony despairs. He commits suicide both for losing
the battle and, as he thinks, Cleopatra.
When Antony's wounded body is brought forth to Cleopatra according
to the first's last wish, the queen's words are sincere and touching:
0 sun.
Burn the great sphere thou movest in! darkling stand
The varying shore o'the world. 0 Antony,
Antony, Antony! Help, Charmian, help, Iras, help;
Help, friends below; let's draw him hither.
(IV.xiv.22-26)
The royal dignity and sovereignty are both forgotten. Instead of giving
orders and commands, the queen appeals and begs. And her cries at the
death of Antony are those of a bereaved widow;
The crown o' the earth doth melt. My lord!
0, wither'd is the garland of the war,
The soldier's pole is fall'n; young boys and girls
Are level now with men; the odds is gone.
And there is nothing left remarkable
Beneath the visiting moon. (Faints.
(11. 63-68)
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And Indeed, in her death scene, this is clearly how she conceives herself.
In the same scene, she orders Iras to bring her her crown, robe and the
complete royal attire, because she is going to meet—and marry“-Antony in
the after-life:
Methinks I hear
Antony call; I see him rouse himself
To praise my noble act; I hear him mock
TTie luck of Caesar, which the gods give men
To excuse their after wrath: husband, I come:
Now to that name my courage prove my title!
(11. 285-291)
Iras's death even encourages her to hurry in committing suicide because
of her fear that Antony may welcome Iras before her own self:
If she first meet the curled Antony,
He'll make demand of her, and spend that kiss
Which is my heaven to have.
(11. 305-307)
After she applies the asps to her breast and arm, Cleopatra dies, bringing
the tragedy to its summit and end. Of her death Stempel says;
The death of a qvieen is leveled to the death of a woman, an exception¬
al woman, but still only a woman, with all that term Implies in the
context of the play. She is no more than the meanest milkmaid, al¬
though her rank is that of royalty and her stage has been the realms
of the earth.1
The paradox here is appropriate enough to a play in which love, para¬
doxically, is both a transfiguring and a destructive force.
Romeo and Juliet, although more pointedly than Antony and Cleopatra, is
a story of sacrificial tragedy, of noble love and sincere emotions. But
there is a further link between the two plays, even though the nature of
tragedy in each differs from the other. Both plays end tragically with the




. In the suicide speech of Antony, he and Cleopatra, In a description
reminiscent of those of the King and Queen of Love In the paradise
of true lovers, are pictured as emperor and empress In an after-life*
The Intimation that Romeo and Juliet are an emperor and his bride In
death would seem, then, to have been likewise suggested by^the de¬
scription of the King and Queen of Love.^
The queen and king of love Siegel Is referring to here are Venus and Cupid.
Romeo and Juliet can rightly be described as king and queen of love, for
they have been dominating the kingdom of love ever since their tragedy
took place. They are. In Shakespeare's Image, candles which burnt them¬
selves too quickly, and their early death has a distinctly sacrificial
character. Says Siegel;
As In Shakespearian tragedy generally, although the hero contributes
to his own disaster, the main cause of It lies outside of him. The
lovers may be Imprudent, but the parents are guilty. The swift and
violent passion of Romeo and Juliet Is the answering force to their
parents' furious and violent hate. Hate kills the lovers, but love,
the love of heaven, redressing order and restoring concord through
the love of Romeo and Juliet, triumphs over the hate which has en¬
dangered the peace of Verona.^
The tragedy of Romeo and Juliet produces concord between the two rival
families, and though their love is reckless, tending to destruction. It
Is still glorious. There are many ways to see its glory: one of them Is
here indicated in the words of John V3rvyan;
After his first meeting with Juliet, Romeo is more than romantically
in love, he is spiritually altered. This is not a Shakespearean cap¬
rice, it has a literary background. And to this also it Is essential
that we should give full weight.^
To Shakespeare, love is not only physical attraction or emotional entangle¬
ment. It also is spiritual, uplifting, moral. The ideas of Platonic love.
^Op. cit., p. 391.
^Ibid., p. 385.
^Op. clt., p. 151.
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as we have seen above in the previous chapter, were very much alive in
Shakespeare’s time, as was the doctrine of the moral purpose of tragedy.
What is really more Important than the feud between Montague and Capulet
is the way Shakespeare handles these two young and rash lovers, how he,
in Vyvyan's words, "leads his lovers to the threshold of the knowledge of
their spiritual identity."^
Even as early as their first meeting, there are signs in the air that
a tragedy may eventually come out of that meeting. Line 120 of Act I, scene
V, reads: "0 dear account! my life is my foe's debt," which can be taken as
a presentiment of what actually is going to take place in the play; this
line is spoken by Romeo. Juliet says almost the same in the line 140 of the
same scene: "My only love sprung from my only hate!" and these two lines,
as short as they are, are keynotes to the tragedy of love versus hatred,
intimacy against enmity, and tolerance opposed to fanaticism. On this par¬
ticular scene, Harry Levin comments thus:
There, when the lovers first met, the dialogue of their meeting had
beet! formalized into a sonnet, acting out the conceit of his lips as
pilgrims, her hand as a shrine, and his kiss as a culminating piece
of stage-business, with an encore after an additional quatrain: "You
kiss by th* book." Neither had known the identity of the other; and
each, upon finding it out, responded with an ominous exclamation coup¬
ling love and death.^
The contrast between appearance and reality is a whole topic in Shake¬
speare, but here only two illustrations are relevant to this thesis: one
concerning the masquerade scene, and the other concerning Mercutio's address
to Romeo and its dramatic implications (Act II, scene 1).
The masquerade scene is the introductory scene to the succeeding events
4bid., pp. 158-159.
2
Levin, Fo^ and Formality in Romeo and Juliet," Shakespeare Quarter—
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of this tragic story* Its fun is contrasted with the seriousness of Romeo
and Juliet in their love, as if Shakespeare is saying here: "Well, this is
how it goes: it starts with fun and it ends with tragedy1 Beware of Cupid*s
arrows, for they may be fatal1"
These words of Mercutio imply two hidden meanings, two symbols:
Cry out 'Ay me!' pronounce but 'love' and 'dove;*
Speak to my gossip Venus one fair word.
One nick-name for her purbllng son and heir,
Young Adam Cupid, he that shot so trim...
(11. 10-13)
The first symbol in these four lines is that of the dove. Mercutio evokes
the rh)rme of "love" and "dove" sarcastically. There is the symbolic use of
love as the dove of peace that will end the long-standing bloodshed in
Verona. The second symbol here is that of Romeo and Juliet being "Young
Adam Cupid," as Mercutio puts it, and Venus, respectively.
There is another significance attached to this scene. It depicts the
danger of taking love as lightly as Mercutio takes it. Shakespeare is ap¬
pealing to the audience to be on the young lovers* side, cautioning them
against the deception of appearances, contrasting appearances with realities.
One of the other ways Shakespeare uses to draw his audience's sympathy
towards his hero and heroine is by depicting their characters beautifully
enough to possess the hearts of his audience. Here is a beautiful illustra¬
tion of Juliet as seen in the play by Levin;
Thus we stay behind, with Romeo, when the masquers depart. Juliet,
appearing at the window, does not hear his descriptive invocation. Her
first utterance is the very sigh that Mercutio burlesqued in the fore¬
going scene: "Ay, me!" (II.ii.25). Then, believing herself to be alone
and masked by the darkness, she speaks her mind in sincerity and sim¬
plicity. She calls into question not merely Romeo's name but—by impli¬
cation—all names, forms, conventions, sophistications, and arbitrary
dictates of society, as opposed to the appeal of Instinct directly
conveyed in the odor of a rose.^
^Ibld., p. 4.
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When we formulate an Idea about the beauty and fascination of the hero ot
heroine, we feel the tragedy of his or her death. The play provides numer¬
ous pictures for the beauty of both Romeo and Juliet.
Juliet's soliloquy at the end of Act IV, scene 111, Illustrates her
stream of thought. The questions she raises about the liquid which the
friar gave her, and about Romeo coming late to find her in a coffin, are
all shared by the audience. Her speech is about death, and the intention
of suicide Is apparent from her keeping a dagger with her underneath her
clothes. These lines are particularly significant:
How if, when I am laid into the tomb,
I wake before the time that Romeo
Come to redeem me? there's a fearful point I
Shall I not, then, be stifled in the vault.
To whose foul mouth no healthsome air breathes in.
And there die strangled ere my Romeo comes?
Or, if I live, is it not very like,
Tlie horrible conceit of death and night.
Together with the terror of the place,—
As in a vault, an ancient receptacle,
Wliere, for these many hundred years, the bones
Of all my burled ancestors are pack'd:
(11.30-41)
Although young, she realizes the horror of death, yet she is determined to
take the chance. For the sake of love, everything is to be risked. Juliet Is
aware of her situation, of the dangers of the risk she is undertaking. At
this point, though, there is no question of intentional death.
The plot develops with unexpected consequences. In Act V, scene ii,
Romeo misinterprets the presence of Paris at the Capulets' grave-site, and
after an argument, he kills hlju. He immediately regrets. He has already
killed Tybalt after an argument pertaining to Romeo's uninvited visit to
the Capulets' masquerade party. Tybalt's murder took place when it is most
undesirable to Romeo who has just married Juliet. Romeo becomes the center
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of tragedies befalling him from all directions, and the audience expect
him to fall soon. Our sympathy for him does not forestall his tragic
end. Romeo buries Paris, according to the latter's will, beside Juliet
in the Capulets* vault, with this speech:
I'll bury thee in a triumphant grave;
A grave? 0, no! a lantern, slaughter'd youth.
For here lies Juliet, and her beauty makes
This vault a feastiiig presence full of light.
Death, lie thou there, by a dead man interr'd.
(11. 83-87)
Then Romeo finds his situation somehow comic, for he is burying the same
enemy of his. His mind is so perplexed, and his emotions so confused, that
his speech has a tone appealing to death as the last remedy to his woes and
troubles:
How oft when men are at the point of death
Have they been merry! which their keepers call
A lightning before death; 0 my love! my wife!
Death, that hath suck'd the honey of thy breath.
Hath had no power yet upon thy beauty:
Thou art not conquer'd; beauty's ensign yet
Is crimson in thy lips and in thy cheeks,
And death's pale flag is not advanced there.
(11. 88-95)
Romeo's lines "How oft when men at the point of death/Have they been merry!"
recall Cleopatra's words: "Here's sport indeed! How heavy weigh my lord!"
for there is an element of bitter irony in both, as there is indeed in the
apparent death of each heroine which leads to the suicide of the lover,
followed by the heroine's suicide.
Romeo and Juliet reverses the method of suicide from Antony and Cleo¬
patra. In the first, the woman uses a dagger and the man uses poison, while
in the latter, the woman uses poison and the man uses his sword. In the first
play, the lover is a soldier whose life is surrounded by military activities,
dangers and battles. By contrast, Romeo is an unexperienced youth of the
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aristocratic class whose only battle has been on the field of love, with
Rosaline. His choice of poison sulth his nature, love and rage. Shake¬
speare also has good reasons for Juliet’s suicide by using a dagger. It
can be taken symbolically to imply that the symbol of love she represents,
the queen of love, is being killed by an instrument which men have been
using to kill each other, adding to the brawl.
Farewell kisses in both plays (Antony and Cleopatra and Romeo and
Juliet) are exchanged faithfully. Like Cleopatra's, Juliet's words before
suicide are really moving. Siegel ascribes the tragic element Of these
lovers' death to their own rashness. Says he:
It is not merely the failure of Friar John to get to Mantua, the
last accident in a fatal chain of mishaps, that brings about the death
of the lovers; it is the speed with which Romeo acts, a speed which
distinguishes the lovers' action throughout. Romeo's drive to death in
the last act is only the culmination of a drive which reaches its goal
at the conclusion. The words "I long to die" (IV.1.66), with which
Juliet, threatening, knife in hand, to kill herself. Impels Friar
Laurence to his desperate stratagem, express well the drive to death
of the two lovers. Ready like half-cocked pistols to go off or, as
Friar Laurence says of Romeo, "like powder in a skllless soldier’s
flask" (III.Hi. 132) , they are prone, to suicide. ^
The prophetic words of the lovers* deaths do not come from the lovers'
mouths only. Friar Laurence, whose voice in the play is at times like that
of a chorus, calls, in Act III, scene ill, Romeo's passion "unreasonable
fury of a beast" (1. Ill), and his prophetic words prove true:
Hast thou slain Tybalt? wilt thou slay thyself?
And slay thy lady too that lives in thee.
By doing damned hate upon thyself?
Wliy rail'St thou on thy birth, the heaven, and earth?
Since birth, and heaven, and earth, all three do meet
In thee at once; which thou at once wouldst lose.
Fie, fie, thou shamest thy shape, thy love, thy wit;
Which, like a usurer, abound'st in all.
And usest none in that true use indeed
Which should bedeck thy shape, thy love, thy wit:
(11. 116-125)
1
Op. cit., p. 381.
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Romeo and Juliet are scapegoats for bringing peace between the rival
houses of the Capulets and the Montagues. Their bold love challenges age-
old customs and rivalries, and if it succeeds in reconciling the opposing
families, it does so at the cost of a terrible, pathetic price.
If, however. Friar Laurence's warning is prophetic, the Intensity
of the love of Romeo and Juliet is presented as its own-justifica¬
tion. Their love is reckless, tending to destruction, but it is glori¬
ous. Each utterance of Friar Laurence is balanced by one of Romeo.1
Their love is glorious for it challenges the long-standing hatred between
their families, and the lives of the lovers are spent to pacify this hat¬
red, putting an end to it. As Harry Levin put is, "Romeo and Juliet might
also be characterized as an anti-revenge play, in which hostile emotions
are finally pacified by the interplay of kindlier ones." Romeo and Juliet
shall always remain as the symbols of love and of sacrifice. They also are






Shakespeare's attitudes towards women and love have been discussed in
the three previous chapters of this thesis from several standpoints.
The first chapter provides an outline of the background in which Shake¬
speare lived, including a brief survey of the Middle Ages, the Renaissance,
and the Elizabethan era which depicts the social framework wherein the work¬
manship of the great playwright was perfected. The discussion attempts to
describe the Intellectual, historical and cultural backgrounds of the time.
Elizabethans, as well as their predecessors, saw an eternal battle
between the reason and the passions. The official antifeminism of the Church,
so powerful at the time, was certainly a formative Influence. Even as late
as 1667, after Shakespeare had left this world, Milton makes his point that
woman has to be subjected to the authority of man; Paradise Lost echoes,
adopts and supports the antifeminist preachings of the Church.
While the Church was portraying woman as the temptress, society took
her to be responsible for the evils of witchcraft. The popular image of
Cleopatra in Elizabethan times is a case in point* Elizabethans saw in her
the embodiment of enchanting evil and destruction, the woman who ruined her¬
self as well as her lover, causing her country to fall under the yoke of the
Roman empire. Because of three witches, Macbeth, too, lost both his kingdom
and life, and even Lady Macbeth herself is shown in Macbeth to be instrument¬
al in carrying out the evil prophecies of the witches.
Against this backdrop is the powerful personality of Queen Elizabeth
which stands in the forefront of the newly emerging status of women in the
secular literature of the time. She proved that a woman could be as great
as any man, and her long reign must have helped pacify the severe charges
against her sex. Her own presence on the British throne marked a transltion-
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al period In men's attitudes towards women.
The history and Ideas of courtly love take the student to their
origins In medieval times* and their redefinition during the days of the
great Queen. The discussion of courtly love In the Introduction to this
thesis Is given Its due significance and relevance to the subject-matter
of the thesis as a whole, tracing this convention back to Plato and
explaining Its treatment by Renaissance and Elizabethan men of letters.
Here, Shakespeare proves to herlad a more "modern" set of literary prin¬
ciples. He does not adhere to the rules and regulations of courtly love;
rather, he sometimes seems to be deliberately violating them and even
mocking them, as In Love's Labour's Lost. Although we see beautiful
romantic scenery in, say, A Midsummer-Night's Dream and Twelfth Night,
Shakespeare's women do not resemble the perfectly accomplished ladles and
glorious goddesses adored—according to the traditional fashion of courtly
love expressed in countless songs, sonnets, lyrics, courtesy books, novel-
le, and Arcadian romances during the preceding century—in Italy first,
then France and England. More typically, Shakespeare looks at women through
realistic eyes, portraying them as faulty and Imperfect as those who court
them. His praise of women, on the other hand, takes an equally unconvention¬
al turn; his attitudes include his belief that woman can be more practical
in her thinking then man (whom she frequently outwits), that she is more
realistic, and that she is the s3anbol of fertility and productivity, of
preservation of our human species.
But Shakespeare also has a vision of love as a spiritual, redeeming
force (possibly derived from Renaissance neo-Platonism). One manifestation
of it is seen clearly in superior heroines such as Portia in The Merchant
of Venice. This idea of love as a spiritual force is expressed within the
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contents of several other plays as well: Twelfth Night, Love * s Labour * s
host. A Midsummer-Night *s Dream and Romeo and Juliet. Both The Merchant
of Venice and Love’s Labour’s Lost are examined in some detail in chapter
II of this thesis because of their relevance to this aspect.of the thesis*
In the same chapter, the attempt is made to show how Shakespeare
looks at love as a spiritual force. It discusses, in some detail, key
heroines such as Portia, Juliet, Hermla and Helena, and the Princess in
Love’s Labour’s Lost. The playwright shows us in these chapters the con¬
cepts of pure, spiritual and refined love that elevates people, making
them better persons. He proves that a woman can love not just by her eyes
but also by her mind, her higher intellect, rather than by lower instincts
as many Elizabethans thought. Portia saves the life of a man, Antonio,
when men fail to do so, proving that intellectually a woman can be superi¬
or to men. Also, Viola shows how virtuous a woman’s love can be, in
contrast to the then popular belief that a man’s love is much deeper than
a woman’s. And Juliet is of course the most poignant example of sacri¬
ficial love.
The third chapter of this thesis deals with the other side of the
story: with love as destructive passion. Among the plays discussed in this
chapter is Othello. To a certain degree, Desdemona’s personality and
tragedy recall those of Juliet, as they both are victimized by their socie¬
ty. Othello’s tragedy, which shows What happens when a man is overcome by
his passion to the degree of losing his rational power, demonstrates a
favorite theme of Renaissance moralists.
Cleopatra’s tragedy reflects a more complex struggle, and one which
frustrates moralistic interpretation. It is one of the most controversial
plays of the great playwright, and it is destined to stay so. While the
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play does not exactly exonerate Antony for having chosen foolishly, it
makes his having done so seem almost preferable to—certainly more noble
than—a more prudent behavior.
The tragedy of Romeo and Juliet, once more, is comparable, but here
the lovers are young and inexperienced and their tragedy is sacrificial.
The quality of their love, although it too is destructive, borders on the
redemptive.
To conclude, Shakespeare's attitudes towards women and love are
complex: they reflect the background wherein the great playwright lived,
the social concepts and attitudes towards women and love of the audience he
wrote his plays for, and his own personal philosophy about such concepts
and attitudes. He is the product of his time, the mirror that reflected the
contemporary social traditions and ways of thinking. His genius is not seen
clearly only in what he tells his audience; it also is seen in the way he
tells it. His attitudes show his belief that the woman is not really very
much different from the man when it comes to aspirations, desires, instincts,
accomplishments or Intelligence. She shares with men the common quality of
being human, with all the excellences and imperfections human beings in
general are prone to. This belief of his is clearly seen whenever he handles
his heroines who all seem to be fascinating, beautiful and shrewd, even when
they victimize themselves and their own lovers. They are finished pictures
of his immortalized genius and craftsmanship.
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